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Crime lab brings focus to career

With a flash of her ID badge, Rebecca Price ’05 entered the Arizona lab to help process rape kits, examine portable alcohol tests and analyze the print on confiscated documents. This was not an episode of “CSI: Crime Scene Investigation.” It was a typical summer day for Price during her internship at the Arizona Department of Public Safety.

Interest in the sciences seems to run in Price’s family. Her mother has taught science for 25 years, her father is the senior mechanical engineer at Palo Verde Nuclear Power Station, one brother works for the Department of Neuroscience Medical Biology, and another is a research engineer for an embedded system software company.

Her interest in forensics, using science and technology to establish facts for criminal or civil court cases, was sparked during her senior year of high school as the field became more popular.

“At Linfield, biology Professor Michael Roberts became her guide. With his background in forensics, he explored the subject in-depth with her, enhancing her fascination.”

“My interest in forensics, using science and technology to establish facts for criminal or civil court cases, was sparked during my senior year of high school as the field became more popular.”

Becky has always been an able and hard worker,” Roberts said. “She was always eager to learn about forensic biology.”

As a student, Price was not sure what she wanted to do after college. “I knew I was interested in forensics,” she said. “But it was difficult to figure out what different career fields I wanted to go into.”

But after three years of study, Price, a chemistry and biology double major, was unsure of her career direction. “I knew I was interested in forensics,” she said. “But it was difficult to figure out what different career fields I wanted to go into.”

A tour of the state public safety offices in her hometown of Phoenix helped her focus. “The tour guide was impressed that I knew about the various instruments,” Price said. “He told me about the internships offered by AZDPS and recommended that I apply.”

There she learned about the specialties of each section in the lab, including DNA, toxicology, blood and breath alcohol tests, latent fingerprints, questionable documents and controlled substances. “In each lab as you showed understanding or interest, the technicians would let you be responsible for more and more tasks,” Price said.

The internship gave her some career direction and a start on a major research project analyzing alterations in the printer toner of forged documents.

“My internship brought together all the different classes I took at Linfield.”

The current process destroys the suspicious document, eliminating key evidence in a criminal or civil trial. Price investigated an alternative method, which uses a beam of radiation to examine differences in composition of various printer toners and keeps the document intact.

She collected data for the project at AZDPS and continued her analysis at Linfield last fall. Price presented her findings at an Oregon Academy of Sciences conference, the American Chemical Society national convention and at a Linfield poster session.

“My internship brought together all the different classes I took at Linfield,” Price said. “I saw how instruments could be applied for real-life uses, not just for classroom assignments.”

“Internships are a great benefit to students because of the direct contact with professionals in the field,” Roberts said. “In Becky’s case the internship was a great fit, and her experience encouraged her to pursue a career in forensic sciences.”

Price, now planning to pursue a doctorate in biology at Northern Arizona University, said, “Forensics gives me the opportunity to help solve cases and maybe help a family or victim gain closure.”

“My internship brought together all the different classes I took at Linfield.”

— Laura Gatham ’07

Volunteering to make a difference

Building homes and building minds were just two of the community service projects that students on the McMinnville and Portland Campuses were involved in this year. In February, several health science and nursing students from the Portland Campus participated in Chapman Elementary School’s Science-Math Festival, teaching the basics of anatomy, dissection, nutrition, water safety and personal hygiene.

Linfield had a connection with the school — Tatia (Nairn) Morrison ’74 and ’76 is principal. In March, 12 Linfield students spent spring break in Bend working with Habitat for Humanity’s Collegiate Challenge Program. While snow limited their outside work, they did help with a number of projects.

Top, Sarah Armstrong ’06 times sitting with the help of two Habitat for Humanity volunteers. For right, P.J. Miller ’98 serves dinner in, from right, Armstrong, Rob Gaffney ’06 and Kennedy Lyke ’10. Other alumni also provided needs for the students during their stay in Bend. Chapman Elementary School students participated in a number of activities with Portland Campus students. Counter-clockwise from right, Michelle Hendrick ’05 helps teach students the proper way to brush their teeth; Nicole Attaway ’05 helps students with a dissection project; and Todd Payne ’05 gives instruction on how to use a stethoscope.